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Abstract

hi this paper we examine a latency insensitive net
work composed o f  very fa s t and simple circuits that 
connects SoC cores that are also latency insensitive, 
de-synchronized, or asynchronous. These types o f  cores 
provide native flow  control that is compatible with this 
network, thus reducing adapter overhead and buffering 
needs by applying backpressure directly to the sending 
core. We show that under realistic traffic patterns our 
sample network meets performance requirements and 
uses less power compared to a similar design. This 
concept o f a simplified network, along with latency 
insensitive cores lends itself well to meeting the needs 
o f low-power interconnect components in future design 
processes.

Traffic patterns of some system-on-chips (SoCs) 
are known at design time. In these cases, a custom 
generated network topology and physical placement of 
components yields improved performance and power 
than a regular-pattern network [1], In many embedded 
applications, absolute performance is not the most 
important trait to optimize. Power, energy, or cost are 
often more important so long as the system meets the 
minimum performance.

Latency insensitive (LI), or elastic design, is an area 
of research typically orthogonal to NoC protocols. LI 
protocols combine asynchronous design concepts with 
a standard clocked environment, and provide tolerance 
to variation in communication channel latency. When 
applied to a core's design, LI can yield power savings 
and other advantages [2], and may soon become a more 
common design style. We have developed a LI protocol 
(pSELF) to allow operation with both synchronous and 
asynchronous circuits [3],

Our network circuits can interface directly with 
cores that operate with a phased elastic protocol [3], 
With this scheme, the core and network interfaces of 
a network adapter (NA) follow compatible protocols. 
This simplification eliminates the extra size and power

requirements of interfacing with a standardized core 
protocol. One study indicates an OC.P NA implemen
tation can add up to 50% latency over a native interface
[41.

The network fabric is implemented using two com
ponents: a phase elastic half buffer (pEHB) and a 
binary-tree router. A pEHB contains a data latch, 
and associated gates and control latches implementing 
the phase synchronous elastic flow (pSELF) protocol. 
pEHBs may be added along long links in order to 
pipeline them for higher clock rates. A router consists 
of three bi-directional ports, control logic, and output 
buffers. It simultaneously routes a packet on each 
input port to one of its two possible output ports, and 
arbitrates if there is output contention. Packets contain 
source-routing bits and are, in this case, a single flit 
long.

We first evaluated this network topology and proto
col using a custom simulator and a 16-core binary tree 
network to measure throughput under traffic distribu
tions of uniform random and Gaussian. The uniform 
random traffic simulates highly global communication, 
and because of this network's low bisection bandwidth, 
the throughput saturates at only 0.22 packets/cycle per 
core. The Gaussian traffic simulates more localized 
communication when a core will more frequently com
municate to topologically close cores than to distant 
ones. We set cr in the distribution such that the nearest 
one-quarter of the network nodes fall within two cr 
from a given node. The maximum throughput in this 
case is much better at 0.45 packets/cycle. With this 
Gaussian traffic at a 30% offered load, on average 
one out o f five packet send attempts is blocked at the 
sending core by congestion, compared with two out of 
5 attempts for uniform traffic. These results confirm 
that this network would be a poor choice for con
necting many cores needing high bandwidth but com
municating in an unknown pattern. However, it also 
indicates reasonable performance for more localized 
traffic, while allowing efficient global communication 
that occurs infrequently.
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We also evaluated our network on two realistic 
traffic models. These have been used in previous 
work to evaluate application-specific NoC generation 
techniques [5], The expected traffic is represented 
as a communication trace graph (C.TG) showing the 
bandwidth requirement between various cores in the 
SoC. The first, a Multi-Window Displayer (MWD), 
has mostly one or two connections per core, all with 
relatively similar (and low) bandwidth requirements. 
The second model is a MPEG4 decoder (MPEG4). 
This C.TG is quite different, and requires a number of 
high bandwidth connections to a few shared memories. 
We construct a tree topology by pairing cores, or 
groups of cores and their routers, that have the highest 
edge-weight between them in the core graph [6], 
This topology generation is important to minimize 
network hops on paths needing a high bandwidth 
(or low latency, as the need may be). The generated 
topology for the MPEG4 design is shown in Fig
ure 1. We simulated these topologies using the C.TG 
information to determine if our network could support 
such applications successfully. In both cases, even for 
the more “difficult” MPEG4 application, the topology 
and network maintained the average asked bandwidth 
for various message sizes. Assuming our network is 
using 4-byte wide flits, and running at 1.3 GHz (in 
130nm technology), the link bandwidth is 5.2 GB/s, 
fast enough to provide headroom for instantaneous 
bandwidth needs on the combined average 1.8 GB/s 
path to the sdram in the MPEG4 application.
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Figure 1. Automatically g en era ted  topology for 
M PEG-4 traffic simulation.

We evaluated the power consumption of our pSELF- 
based routers against a Xpipes Lite [5] 4x4 router. We 
used Synopsys Design Compiler and Power Compiler 
to estimate our router’s power at the technology of 
our fabricated test-chip (0.5 micron), and scaled the 
values down for a 130 nm process using constant- 
field scaling theory. The power of a Xpipes 4x4 router 
with 32-bit flit widths and four output buffer stages is

given as 55.5 mW when running at its maximum of
1 GHz. We constructed a functionally similar “4x4” 
router from two of our binary-tree routers and pEHBs. 
We estimated the FIFO buffers’ power of the Xpipes 
router, and added that to our 4x4 router construct 
for fair comparison. The power for this arrangement 
running at 1.3 GHz is 28.9 mW, 48% less than that of 
the Xpipes router.

It is likely that additional internal network buffering, 
virtual channels, and other features could show per
formance improvements for certain applications. How
ever, a simplified network concept can still offer the 
performance required for many designs while giving 
a significant power advantage. A network compatible 
with elastic protocols yields very efficient circuits 
and there is no need for extra flow-control logic in 
the core’s network adapter, nor extra NACK  control 
messages. If a core is desynchronized [7] there is an 
additional opportunity for greater power savings, and 
pSELF is directly compatible with the handshaking 
used in the desynchronization process, requiring only 
a minimal conversion circuit.
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